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1.1 Abstract

This PECOS project presentation outlines motivation, goals and planned approach to realise component-based embedded systems. It documents the key issues, which are investigated, the major benefits expected and describe the technical approach anticipated at the beginning of the project.

The PECOS project aims to enable component-based software development for embedded systems. While focusing on architectural issues it touches upon the whole software development life cycle and addresses the major technological deficiencies of state-of-the-art component technology with respect to embedded systems by developing:

(i) a Component Model for embedded system components addressing behaviour specification and non-functional properties and constraints,
(ii) a Component Repository utilising this model, supporting a composition environment and interfacing to a component specification environment,
(iii) an interactive Composition Environment for composing embedded applications from components, validating functional (e.g., interfaces) and non-functional compositional constraints (e.g., power-consumption, code size), generating the application executable for the embedded device and monitoring their execution,
(iv) an Ultra-light Component Environment to install, run, test, and tune component-based applications on resource limited embedded systems and enable their management.

By providing a coherent approach and methodology for programming of component-based embedded systems PECOS enables an efficient and competitive embedded system development.
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Table 1 Overview of the budget frame of the PECOS project

3.4 Objectives

3.4.1 Introduction

Component-based software engineering is quickly becoming a mainstream approach to software development. According to “Components, Objects and Development Environments: 1998, International Data Corporation” the expected turnover increase will be a factor of five from 1997 to 2002. At the same time there will be a massive shift from desktop applications to embedded systems. The PITAC report\(^1\) describes this as the phenomenon of the “disappearing computer”. More and more traditional IT systems will move from visible desktop computers to invisible embedded computers in intelligent apparatus. Furthermore, industrial automation systems become increasingly decentralised, relying on distributed embedded devices (intelligent field devices, smart sensors) to not only acquire but also pre-process data and run more and more sophisticated application programs (control functions, self-diagnostics, etc.). As a consequence of these facts, one can expect that component-based software engineering for embedded systems will be a key success factor for the European software industry in the coming decades.

But the state-of-the-art in software engineering for embedded systems is far behind other application areas. Software for embedded systems is typically monolithic and platform-dependent. These systems are hard to maintain, upgrade and customise, and they are almost impossible to port to other platforms. Component-based software engineering would bring a number of advantages to the embedded systems world such as fast development times, the ability to secure investments through re-use of existing components, and the ability for domain experts to interactively compose sophisticated embedded systems software. Visual techniques have been proven to be very effective in specific domains like GUI software composition. Composition of embedded systems software still has a long way to go to reach that level. At the very least, users would benefit greatly from the effective use of visual techniques for providing feedback in the development process (during design, composition, installation, and during runtime validation).

Unfortunately component-based software engineering cannot yet be easily applied to embedded systems development today for a number of reasons. Up to now, the mainstream IT players did not pay much attention to the (so far) relatively small embedded systems market and consequently did not provide it with suitable technologies or off-the-shelf software (such as operating systems). From a technical point of view, these choices were justified by considering the major characteristics of embedded devices, such as limited system resources (CPU power, memory, etc.) and man machine interface functionality, the typically harsh environmental conditions, and the fact that the development and target systems are not the same.

The rapidly growing market share of embedded systems is changing the equation and making investment in component-based software engineering for embedded systems not only viable but also essential. The key for European industries to benefit from the increasingly powerful and less expensive hardware, is the ability to develop and port embedded software more quickly and at acceptable costs. Vendors of embedded devices would

\(^1\) The (US) presidential IT advisory committee report to the president “Information Technology Research: Investing in Our Future”
benefit by being able to offer scalable product families, whose functionality could be tailored by flexible composition of reusable building blocks. These families are differentiated by the performance of the hardware and the provided functionality, but are based on re-use of many identical software components. All this requires that the embedded systems software be modular and composed of loosely coupled, largely self-sufficient, and independently deployable software components.

The goal of PECOS is therefore to enable component-based software development of embedded systems by providing an environment that supports the specification, composition, configuration checking, and deployment of embedded systems built from software components.

### 3.4.2 Objectives

In order to reach its target the PECOS project must overcome the major obstacles to component-based software development for embedded systems:

I. Current approaches for component specification focus on interfaces only. Behaviour and non-functional attributes (such as resource consumption and real-time requirements) are not captured. Therefore we will define a component model for embedded systems, that captures and expresses such attributes for components and component architectures for embedded systems. The model will apply to or extend mainstream component models (COM+, JavaBeans/EJB, CORBA) and exploit existing specification standards and tools (e.g., UML, OCL, XML, IDL). Shortcomings of existing systems will be identified and solutions suggested.

![Figure 1 PECOS main objectives, closing the gaps in component-based software engineering](image)

II. By the same token, existing repositories neglect non-functional attributes and constraints. We will therefore develop a component repository, which supports the representation, storage and retrieval of component specifications and implementations conforming to the component model for embedded systems. This achievement will be based as much as possible on existing technology, and therefore the main contribution lies in mapping the component model to available database or repository models.

III. Presently we know of no suitable environments supporting interactive component composition for embedded systems. Therefore we will develop a composition environment which supports graphical composition of software components for deployment to an ultra-light component environment. The key innovation of this environment will be its support for checking that component configurations meet their constraints, thereby improving reliability, robustness and overall quality while reducing development and maintenance time and costs.

IV. Currently, no lightweight run-time environment for component-based embedded systems exist and existing environments (WinCE+COM, embedded Java, embedded CORBA) do not address the requirements such as resource constraints and real-time execution for the majority of embedded systems. Therefore, PECOS will elaborate and implement an ultra-light component environment, to enable component-based services running on embedded systems. This component infrastructure will comprise support tools to manage, package, and distribute a component-based application on embedded devices, and optionally will enable interactive monitoring and management of the target applications.
3.4.3 Summary
The results of the PECOS project will enable the European embedded software industry to substantially improve software engineering of embedded systems by providing the missing technological links enabling usage of component-based software methods (see Figure 1). This brings about the ability to reuse components and component-based architectures in product families and the ability to build up a component market in the domain of embedded systems. This will in turn lead to improved productivity, decreased time to market, and increased competitiveness of the European industry.

3.5 Key issues
Component-based software engineering is of limited applicability to embedded systems development because presently available component technology fails to address several of the critical needs posed by these systems. The goal of PECOS is to overcome these obstacles through technical innovations that will enable the application of component technology to embedded systems, and through process innovations that will enable the transition from current approaches. These results will ultimately enable and lead to product innovation and originality.

The development of software for embedded devices requires that the behaviour of the software system and therefore of all its constituents be known precisely and unambiguously. Existing mainstream component technologies and methods lack the means to express behavioural contracts for components and to check contracts at design and run-time. Furthermore, the limited hardware resources of the target devices are inadequate for running the component infrastructure required for most component approaches. Again, existing component technologies (EJB, COM+, and CORBA) fall short in addressing this issue. While Figure 2 gives a high level view of the major PECOS topics and their relation to the different classes of innovation, the following tables (Table 2 to Table 5) describe how PECOS aims to progress beyond the state-of-the-art and thereby resolve the deficiencies described above.
Progress beyond the state-of-the-art:
Proposition of an original component specification mechanism (contract expression) aimed at the area of embedded systems. This includes the definition and capturing of the concrete meta-data and relevant non-functional properties.

Evaluation of Innovation:
High technical innovation. It is key to enabling many subsequent innovation steps that build on it.

(Risks and risk (M)itigation:
(R) Too much overhead and too complex for developer [] (M) Must be as invisible as possible, tools should be able to generate as much as possible automatically
(R) Not accepted by standardisation bodies [] (M) Early involvement in standardisation work, use of already existing standards for component specification (IDL, RT-UML).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic: Component Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S) state-of-the-art and its (P)roblems:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S) Focus on syntactical interface description only (e.g. CORBA IDL). Behaviour, dependencies, and non-functional properties (e.g., time and space constraints) are not addressed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S) Some research (trusted components initiative, design by contract) started to look at capturing such properties. But the link to embedded systems is missing so far, as well as the feasibility to apply the ideas to mainstream component technologies, and consequently neither IT (de facto) standards nor domain standards are established yet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S) Configuration management systems describe dependencies between and different configurations of components. However they do not define a technique for component specification at all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P) The lack of a sufficiently detailed description of software components prevents software developers of embedded devices from re-using existing code due to the potential risk of an ill-behaving component. Furthermore, tool and infrastructure supported checks are not possible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Innovation of component specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic: Component Repository</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S) state-of-the-art and its (P)roblems:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S) Current repositories and subsequently their search and storage mechanisms are independent of software component specifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S) Component repositories with associated search facilities fall outside the scope of a development project and IDEs with integrated component repositories do not exist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P) Tool supported code reuse (let alone software components) across project boundaries is hardly possible and support for product families is missing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P) Company-wide (let alone world-wide) search for suitable software components is not straightforward.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Progress beyond the state-of-the-art:
Component repository based on available database models (relational, object-oriented) that support the storage, search, and retrieval of software components considering the component contract specifications. This enables the sharing of components among various developers, and would allow tools (such as IDEs and design tools) to automatically search for relevant components given a set of contractual requirements.

Evaluation of Innovation:
High technical and process innovation. The latter follows from the fact that make vs. buy decisions and the focus on integration will change the software development process. The proposed component repositories can also lead to innovative business models if component reuse across company border becomes possible and an embedded component market will be established (similar to today’s ActiveX control market for the desktop).

(Risks and risk (M)itigation:
(R) General purpose facilities for search and reuse are not sufficient [] (M) focus on search and reuse facilities stemming from the actual case study and the domain of embedded systems.

Table 3 Innovation of component repository
Table 4 Innovation of composition environment

### Topic: Composition Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State-of-the-art and its Problems:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S) Graphical composition environments for component-based embedded systems software do not exist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S) The existing development environments are specialised cross-platform development tools with different look and feel for the different platforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P) Development and test support is reduced to compiler and debugger functionality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P) Testing is possible only on execution environment (target system) by low-level debug support.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Progress beyond the state-of-the-art:
- Graphical composition of embedded software components.
- Automatic composition constraint checking at design time.
- One composition environment for multiple target platforms.

Evaluation of Innovation:
- Very high technical innovation and process innovation because of its potential to drastically reduce development time and costs while improving quality.

Risks and Risk Mitigation:
- (R) Dependent on success of component specification [](M)
- Tight coupling with the component specification work package, i.e., close co-operation and short iteration cycles between them.
- (R) Effort too demanding for PECOS project [](M)
- Provide feasibility prototypes with reduced functionality but enough to attract EC companies to take up the idea and continue the challenge.

Table 5 Innovation of ultra-light component environment

### Topic: Ultra-light Component Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State-of-the-art and its Problems:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S) Plain C++/C-based target environments with HW dependent RTOS and APIs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S) Tight integration and high dependencies between source code parts as well as between source code and RTOS, which causes side effects likely to appear when changing any parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S) Debug and monitoring features are usually excluded from the final executable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P) Parts of the source code or executable cannot be changed/upgraded individually.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P) Target executable is hard to dynamically diagnose and monitor.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Progress beyond the state-of-the-art:
- Programming to a large extent target platform transparent.
- Support for dynamic component monitoring and reconfiguration.
- Seamless migration to the currently advancing real-time embedded JVM platforms.
- A component composition approach can be used at design time and the result compiled to a lightweight executable image.

Innovation:
- Technical innovation that leads to a very high product innovation (functionality, flexibility, and maintainability). It also has the potential to stimulate a paradigm shift in embedded system platforms.

Risks and Risk Mitigation:
- (R) Tool providers are not able to progress as expected
- (R) Target platform limitations are still too restrictive [](M)
- Component composition approach at design time but composition result compiled to lightweight executable.

In summary, the innovation of the total project is far more than that of the sum of its parts. It is only through the integration of the individual results that the software development paradigm of embedded systems can be shifted towards components, software reuse is enabled, and component-based software may run on embedded systems.

### 3.6 Technical approach

The project work plan foresees a project duration of 24 months, lined up to focus on effective turnover of efforts spend towards productionisation of results and gaining competitive technology advantages for EC companies through extensive exploitation. It is broken down to 6 work packages, where three of them Requirements and Case Study, Dissemination and Exploitation and Management are continuous activities throughout the project duration.
Figure 3 Work packages and their dependencies

Project phases are organised in an iterative and overlapping manner, compare Figure 3. Thus the dependencies of requirements are triggering the research on Component Model and Repository, and then trigger the implementation of Composition Environment and subsequently the Ultra-light Component Environment is created, which finally is validated by case study activities. The overlaps ensure that information flows from one package to another.

This is done for every major work package and leads to a focused sequential activity work flow to reach the goal of support for the specification, composition, configuration checking, and deployment of embedded systems component software, as depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Iterative project execution workflow

In order to obtain results early and to productively benefit from early feedback, we are planning to use an iterative development cycle, which iterates over requirements, implementation and validation of interim results. Thus all activities are dependent on the case study definition, where the application scenario for embedded and ubiquitous computing software is defined. One the one hand, the case study provides the requirements for the development tasks (component specification, component repository, composition environment, ultra-light component environment). One the other hand, the results of these development tasks are integrated in an iterative way into the case study implementation for validation. Therefore, the case study implementation permanently feeds back to the concepts and tools developed so far. Finally the experiences of the complete endeavour are documented in the cookbook guidelines report.

Work packages are assigned according to partners expertise with thematic clustering. Thus the following set up of work packages represents the excellent way to ensure best results, since skills and interests match one to one.
3.6.1 WP 1: Requirements and Case Study (ABB)

The case study activities have three objectives:

- to deliver the requirements for component model, repository, composition environment, and ultra-light component environment,
- to assess and evaluate the results of the other work packages iteratively, and
- to support dissemination and exploitation of project results.

It is completely end user driven and takes care for industrial applicability of results.

The case study focuses on field devices such as temperature sensors, actuators, and other embedded equipment for industrial automation. Field devices impose hard restrictions on the available memory, processing, and communication resources due to the need of low hardware costs but also, even more important, due to the limited available power. For example, most field devices in the chemical industry have to work in intrinsically safe environments, which limits the available supply.

In this work package, standard component technologies and their available implementations like COM on Windows CE, CORBA on real-time OS, and embedded Java/JavaBeans are to be evaluated against the requirements of field devices. One can already foresee that the standard component technologies will not meet all requirements for field devices. On the other hand, field device firmware has a static configuration during runtime. There is no need to dynamically change the firmware by installing new components at run-time.

An approach to tackle the requirements for field devices could be to use component technology at design time to build the field device application and then to compile this application into a monolithic, optimised firmware. WP 4 (Ultra-light component environment) will address these issues.

For the prototype implementation, it is necessary to define a component-based field device architecture and to split today's field device functionality into potentially reusable components such as Fieldbus function blocks, parameter storage, alarm handling, sensor reading etc. In order to reach an acceptable level of component reusability, a range of field devices needs to be analysed. This analysis as basis for the component specification should include different device types like temperature sensors, pressure sensors, and actuators, but also different device types with respect to the communication (Fieldbus Foundation, Profinet, HART). One basis for the field device architecture will be the Fieldbus specifications.

From this analysis we gain a formal functional specification of the field device application and its components. In addition, we gain an informal non-functional specification such as real-time and synchronisation requirements. The informal non-functional specification provides important input for the component meta-model.

In order to assess and evaluate the results of the other work packages as soon as possible, the case study includes two iterations in the prototype implementation. The first iteration assesses WP 2 (Component Model & Repository). The specified components for one field device application are implemented using the component and architecture meta-model of WP 2. This implementation is done 'by hand' since no or only little tool support is available at this time. The first iteration includes actually two case study implementations: one C++/C-based and one Java-based implementation. One the one hand, these two implementations provide the requirements for WP 4 (Ultra-light component environment). On the other hand, two different implementation environments (especially the Java implementation) make sure, that the PECOS results are not limited only to field devices. An important issue of the Java-based case study is also to document how cooperation with a C/C++ runtime environment could be realised.

Basis for the C++/C-based case study will be an existing field device and its (monolithic) firmware of electric positioner for Profinet. Since the existing field device hardware will hardly be suitable for the Java-based case study, this case study will have a reduced functionality running on an evaluation-board (e.g. no Fieldbus and simulated process interface).

The second iteration assesses and evaluates WP 3 (Composition Environment) and WP 4. The field device application is re-implemented using the composition environment and the ultra-light component environment including the deployment tools.

Finally, the case study is used to prove the promises of component technology for embedded devices. While it is unrealistic to obtain reliable numbers about reduction of development and maintenance cost based on this case study, we are going to demonstrate the inherent flexibility of a component-based field device by:
- building a new field device version based on an existing design by adding/replacing components using the composition environment, and by
- implementing a customised version of a field device from the perspective of an OEM manufacturer.

This demonstration directly supports the dissemination of PECOS results.

3.6.2 WP 2: Component Model & Repository (UNIBE)

This task is concerned with developing (i) a component model for embedded system components, and (ii) a repository for storing, querying and exchanging descriptions of embedded system components.

The component model must build on and extend existing industrial component models by addressing the special needs of embedded systems. This work will focus on extending interface descriptions with contracts that express non-functional properties and constraints like resource consumption and real-time execution. The technical contributions will consist of a component meta-model for specifying properties and constraints of components relevant for embedded systems, and an architectural meta-model for expressing compositional properties of components. The latter activity will necessarily focus on capturing how compositions of components will affect critical properties of the resulting application, such as overall size, responsiveness, performance, throughput (in the case of transformational architectures), and run-time reconfigurability.

One of the key difficulties in developing the component model will be to decide which non-functional properties and constraints are most important to capture, and to develop a simple model that is general enough to capture a broad range of constraints. The requirements and validation criteria for the component model will therefore be determined primarily by the specific needs of the case study, and only secondarily by general considerations of embedded systems. Relevant ongoing efforts, such as pending OMG proposals to add real-time constraints to UML, will also be considered and incorporated, if appropriate.

The component repository will be the medium for storing specifications of components conforming to the component model. The key technical difficulties will be (i) mapping the component model to conventional database or repository models (e.g., OTI’s Envy), (ii) providing suitable query and navigation facilities, and (iii) interfacing to the composition environment.

The focus, however, will be on supporting the composition environment in validating compositional constraints: the repository must support application developers not only in finding components that implement needed functionality, but in directing them to sets of components that together will meet the non-functional constraints of the target device. Simple metrics and visualisation techniques will be adequate for addressing certain constraints, for example, application size, computational effort, and throughput can be measured, compared or combined in obvious ways that a repository can graphically present as part of a query interface.

3.6.3 WP 3: Composition Environment (FZI)

It is not enough to define components for embedded systems and to build up a repository only. It is also necessary to be able to plug them together efficiently. The composition of components should be graphically oriented to make use of the human ability to grasp structures presented in a graphical way easier than those presented in a textual form.

Today’s composition environments do not support such visual composition techniques for applications of embedded systems. State of the market commercial composition environments (like Borland’s JBuilder) are more or less focussed on GUI components and are not meant to deal with domain specific, non-GUI components, which are typical for embedded systems. Particularly, they do not deal with non-functional requirements and constraints mentioned above, which are of essential importance for embedded systems. Today’s academic prototypes, on the other hand, which are mostly developed by the architectural systems research community, are not able to use component repositories and are able to handle only a limited set of non-functional requirements.

This work package aims to develop a graphical composition environment which is able to handle components that adhere to the specification and model defined in WP 2, allowing a graphical composition with respect to these constraints, and to efficiently use the component repository which is built up in WP 2.
The work package starts by collecting the requirements for such a composition environment from the analysis of the case study incorporating the expertise and experience of the user organisation. This task builds on the results of WP 2, to ensure that the composition environment can work with components that conform to the PECOS component and architecture models. Based on the requirement analysis, a thorough examination of the state of the art will reveal the advantages and shortcomings of already existing tools and approaches. These results will be used as a foundation for the other tasks in this work package.

The next task defines the composition rules, i.e. the rules that specify how components can be put together to build a component based application. These composition rules should allow for the specification and verification of functional and non-functional constraints, context dependencies, and contracts, which are anchored in the component model and architecture.

Based on this work, we will develop a prototype of a graphical composition environment, which satisfies the special needs of component-based software engineering for embedded systems. The environment will provide general-purpose facilities for visualising, wiring, packaging and storing component compositions, retrieving components from the repository, as well as tailoring facilities to adapt the environment to different component sets and connectors. The environment will be responsible for code generation.

The focus of this work package is on composition rules and the actual composition of components. The visual aspect of the composition is an issue, but the result will not be a complete, stand-alone graphical IDE. We will rather try to re-use and interface to existing modelling environments or graphical editors whenever possible. The same holds for code generation: A full-fledged code generator is beyond the scope of the project, but if possible we will try to delegate code generation to existing tools (e.g. Rational Rose-RT or Rhapsody from ILogix).

### 3.6.4 WP 4: Ultra-light Component Environment (OTI)

Embedded devices impose severe restrictions on the available memory, processing, and communication resources (see WP 1). The component infrastructure intended to be deployed on embedded devices has to take these restrictions into account.

Therefore, we envision two options for the ultra-light component environment:

- a Java-based environment including a full range run-time component model, or
- a C++/C-based environment that utilises a component model only at design-time and a compilation of the designed application into a flat, monolithic firmware for run-time.

A full range run-time component model provides access to the embedded device's application at component level. Therefore, it supports:

- dynamic application reconfiguration by adding, removing, and upgrading components at run-time,
- enhanced debugging and tuning support by monitoring of components,
- high level support for distributed components.

Basis for the Java-based component environment will be OTI's VisualAge for Java Micro Edition.

The approach to compile a component-based application into a monolithic firmware (implemented in C/C++) makes component technology affordable for small embedded devices. The compilation is based on the component and architectural meta-model stored in the component repository and the application design obtained from the composition environment. One of the key difficulties is proper optimisation that trades in dynamic reconfiguration at run-time for small, low-resource applications. For example, dynamic event notification known from standard component models should be translated into direct function calls.

Both deployment options support packaging, versioning, downloading, and debugging support of component-based applications which were designed in the composition environment. For the application designer, the differences between the options should be as low as possible. By supporting both deployment options mentioned above in the ultra-light component environment, PECOS brings component technology into a wide range of embedded devices and provides a migration path towards Java-based embedded systems.
3.6.5 WP 5: Dissemination & Exploitation (all)

Dissemination and Exploitation focuses on two major activities. One on publication of theoretical results and second on demonstration of achievements through presentation of realised prototypes and demonstrators. Both activity types will be disseminated at well-recognised scientific conferences, journal and industrial fair as listed below:

- Disseminate the results of PECOS not only through the usual channels, such as conferences and articles, but also through actual products (tools as well as embedded devices) put on the (EC) market, thereby proving PECOS’ applicability and usefulness.
- Publish results in various forms (journals, conferences, seminars, workshops, trade shows)
- Participation at industrial fairs, e.g., INTERKAMA, where we intend to present the results to a broad industrial audience
- Maintain a PECOS web-site
- Prepare the integration of the results in products (Visual Age for Java Micro Edition, field devices)

3.6.6 Milestones

Six major milestones are defined which represent the highlights of the project calendar, as depicted in Figure 5. They are composed of sub-milestones, which correspond to the work package list in section 3.4.2.

Consequently the following milestones reflect the major achievements of PECOS:
M1: Requirements of case-study (embedded devices for industrial automation)
M2: Component model (Meta model for component and architecture specification)
M3: Component repository prototype
M4: Composition environment prototype
M5: Ultra-light component environment (Java-based and C++/C-based prototypes)
M6: Embedded system prototype based on PECOS technology

3.7 Expected achievements

3.7.1 Exploitation strategy

To extract maximum value from the results of PECOS, for both the PECOS partners and for European industry, an exploitation plan has been developed to encourage the take-up of component technology in Europe. ABB will analyse market of field devices during the project and provide aid to partners in adapting the exploitation strategy to the market situation at that time. Additionally, ABB will use the results of PECOS for
the development of component-based software for embedded systems at ABB’s business units. The University of Berne and FZI will carry out the technology transfer. OTI will use the results of PECOS for improving tools in the area of application composition and its component models.

The transfer of the results of PECOS will be done principally through consulting services, through technology transfer projects, and development agreements with users of the software tools. OTI is currently in the process of developing a network of companies (“Partners”) in Europe who are responsible for the transfer of embedded component-based Java technology to their customers. These Partners, to acquire the right to license VisualAge Micro Edition to their customers, must be fully trained in the technology, and provide training, technology transfer, custom engineering and support services to their customers. Agreements are currently being negotiated with MicroDoc (agreement is signed), ARXi, Turnkiek, IBM Germany, ENEA, and NSI (Israel). Additional Partners, with sufficient experience both in embedded software development and object-oriented technology are being sought after in France and the UK.

![Figure 6 Exploitation strategy for PECOS](image)

ABB intends to deploy the results of this project internally, developing their own component-based software for themselves and their customers. ABB expects to decrease the total cost of software development for embedded systems at ABB by 30% and to decrease the time to market by 40%.

One of the goals of the University of Berne and the main goal of the FZI is the technology transfer towards the European industry. Therefore they will exploit the results of this project by carrying through technology transfer projects concerned with component technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Target Group</th>
<th>Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FZI, University of Berne</td>
<td>Enterprises being interested in component technology or automation of CBSE</td>
<td>Carrying out best practice and technology transfer projects with industry partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTI</td>
<td>Enterprises being interested in automation of CBSE</td>
<td>Selling add-on to various embedded software development tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTI</td>
<td>Enterprises being interested in component technology</td>
<td>Setting up CBSE environment, producing and integrating of components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td>ABB business units being interested in component technology</td>
<td>Using the methods and tools in ABB’s projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.8 Scientific and technological European prospects and dissemination strategy

The dissemination of the PECOS technology, and indeed embedded Java technology in general, will be a challenge. The embedded software industry has been slow at adopting advanced software paradigms, such as object-oriented technology, let alone pervasive component systems. No company, not even IBM, has the resources to disseminate, effectively, the technology to this industry on its own. To increase the "technology transfer bandwidth", as mentioned in the Section 8.1, OTI is establishing a network of European Partners who will be highly trained in the embedded Java technology, and will therefore be primed to handle the component system technology as it becomes available. These Partners are being chosen for their expertise in OO technology, embedded technology experience, and their marketing channels in a particular industry sector.

The FZI and the University of Berne have a lot of experience and great interest in scientific publications. Also, FZI and the University of Berne have been involved in organising various conference events (workshops, tutorials) and as such have influenced the scientific community. There are several employees of FZI and University of Berne who are working on their PhD thesis concerned with component technology. Both FZI and University of Berne are giving lectures for students in computer science, engineering, and related courses (the FZI in assistance to the University of Karlsruhe). Therefore FZI and University of Berne will be responsible for dissemination in the scientific community and the next professional generation.

ABB is a direct user of the technology resulting from this project. Due to the fact that this technology is especially useful for the support of the co-operation of different enterprises, the dissemination of the result of this project to ABB’s partners in other projects is of high value. Therefore ABB will make large efforts to convince its future project partners to also use the new technology.

Altogether dissemination will be done to the scientific and industrial community as well as to the next generation professionals with the help of scientific and industrial conferences, books, advertisements, industrial co-operation and lectures at universities. This will increase the maturity of European software engineers and thus increase the competitiveness of European industry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Expected Advantages in 3 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ABB              | • More effective software development for ABB  
                      • Establish the reuse of components within ABB business units  
                      • Better ratio between costs and product features  
                      • Decrease effective programming and upgrade costs  
                      • Be prepared for potential embedded COTS market |
| FZI              | • Improvement of visibility in industry and academia  
                      • Increased rate of projects with industry concerning component technology |
| OTI              | • Increase in software development productivity due to rapid access to existing components.  
                      • Establishing a marketing channel, especially for SMEs.  
                      • As components become more widely used, specialisation will occur where more and more components will be developed by experts in the field.  
                      • Increased ability to compete with Asian firms in the development and deployment of devices employing embedded processors. |
| University of Berne | • Improvement of the visibility of lab on the international research community  
                                      • Improvement of the teaching curriculum |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Expected Advantages in 3 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| University of Berne | • Improvement of the visibility of lab on the international research community  
                                      • Improvement of the teaching curriculum |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Target Group</th>
<th>Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FZI, University of Berne</td>
<td>Scientific Community in Component Technology</td>
<td>Scientific Conferences, magazines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FZI, University of Berne</td>
<td>Students in computer science, engineering, and related courses</td>
<td>Lectures at the Universities of Karlsruhe and Berne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTI</td>
<td>Enterprises being interested in automation of CBSE</td>
<td>Advertisements for industry-oriented conferences, books, workshops.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTI</td>
<td>Enterprises being interested in Component technology.</td>
<td>Partnerships, workshops, seminars, talks, www, commercial advertising. In-house seminars and workshops for IBM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td>Enterprises being interested in CBSE in the field of automation technology</td>
<td>Advertisements for consultancy activities, industry-oriented conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td>ABB business units interested in component technology</td>
<td>Industrial co-operation, consultancy by ABB Corporate Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>